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Abstract— Natural Language Processing is the study of 

human language and part of AI. It has been developed more 

and more in recent years with the integration of ML. Use of 

technology has been increased more and more in current 

industrial revolution and also it has been forecasted that the 

4th industrial revolution will be driven by latest 

technology(in World Economic Forum). Technologies has 

taken the major role in industrial development. The main 

source of income & development for industries are people, 

and it has become very important for industry to understand 

the choice of the human and their requirements. Today’s 

world majority of population is digitally connected. 

Industries have wider scope to understand the people with 

digital information; but the digital information created by 

people is very complex and hard to understand by the 

computers. To solve this complexity it is a necessity for 

technology and industry to understand the natural language 

and process accordingly. To understand the natural language 

complexity many algorithms have been developed also with 

the help of Machine learning the NLP process has become 

more clear and understandable. In our research paper we have 

tried to understand the NLP process and the application used 

in industries based on NLP. We have created 2 test 

applications based on NLP for demonstration. 1st Chatbot 

based on API.AI and 2nd Tweet Sentiment Analysis based on 

Naive Bayes Classifier.  Tools & Languages used for test & 

development – Android Studio, Java, API.AI, Twitter API, 

Python3.5, Tweepy, textblob, & pygal modules. 
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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To provide and demonstrate a automate solution based on 

NLP which can help to understand customers more precisely 

& also helps in getting response from customers to provide 

better support. 

II. INTRODUCTION 

Natural Language Processing is the study of natural 

languages i.e. human spoken and written languages. NLP 

study is the part of Artificial Intelligence and comes under the 

field of computer science. 

In today’s digital world, companies are targeting 

customer through online e-commerce business and 

marketing. To target customers companies have to go for 

various methods like creating websites, daily broadcasts, AD 

banners, etc. but still such techniques require some 

information about the customers. 

Information like customer choice, preference, tastes, 

place, reference, etc. is require. To collect this type of data in 

physical marketing requires lots of field work. But in digital 

market, the customer volume is 100 times bigger than the 

local market volume. To collect data about this much volume 

of customers requires digital source and the digital source are 

social sites. 

Companies collect data about the customers by 

social sites. Now the biggest challenge here is to collect and 

use the information. To collect the information from the 

online customers requires various methods like getting user 

responses on company product ad’s, gathering information 

from their comments, feedback form’s, parsing data using 

API’s ,etc.  

The information collected from such sources is very 

complicated for computers to analyze, understand and use the 

information for some conclusion. 

For every industry, analysis of online human 

linguistic information is always a challenge. But by using 

NLP techniques this challenge can be overcomes to some 

level. NLP techniques involves understanding and analysis of 

natural languages. 

Following content of paper provides the information 

about the NLP process, tools and techniques- used by the 

industry to collect the customer data and analyze them.  

III. NLP DEFINITION &STEPS IN PROCESS 

NLP has been defined in various terminologies by various 

authors, we have defined NLP as follows: 

“Natural Language Processing is the understanding 

of natural language by artificial agents and come into 

conclusion- what the speaker wants to say and give 

appropriate reply to the speaker if any require”. 

NLP process can be divided into various steps, some 

major breakpoints in NLP are as follows: 

 
Fig. 1: NLP Process 

A. Morphological Analysis 

Morphological analysis is initial step in process of NLP 

(Natural Language Processing). The main purpose of this 

process is to segregate the words and assign the words in a 

syntactic categories. The interpretations for suffixes and 

prefixes may depends on the syntactic category of complete 

word. 

For example: stars=star + s, helpless=help + less. 

B. Syntactic Analysis 

The Analysis deals with the parsing of sentences. This 

analysis is used to determine whether the sentences are in 

proper grammatical order or not. Here the grammar is 

assigned using parsing algorithm to produce a parse tree. 
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Many advance grammar technique is established but we 

concentrate on context-free grammar.      

For example: 

 
Fig. 2: Syntactic Analysis 

C. Semantic Analysis 

Semantic Analysis is the linguistic study of meanings. 

Creating common meanings helps everyone to understand 

each other. It is use to understand the human expressions 

through language it also includes in programming languages 

to understand the logic. 

For example: int a =”value”; 

Should not issue an error in process, as it is structural 

correct. But the type of assignment differs so it can generate 

error. This rule are formed by the grammar of the language 

and evaluate in semantic analysis. 

D. Discourse Integration 

Discourse Integration is used to connect the sentences for 

computing purpose. The analysis of discourse is concerned 

with language study in text and conversation. 

For example: the word “it” in the sentence “who 

want it” depends upon the prior discourse context. Here the 

meaning of a single sentence depend upon the sentences that 

precedes it. Also invoke the meaning of sentence that follows. 

E. Pragmatic Analysis 

Analysis focus on the meaning behind the words. People may 

say one thing but the actual meaning is different. The context 

of the conversation may be the reason the speaker shrouds his 

meaning with other words. However the context can cause the 

listener to identify a meaning that is not intended. 

For example: “Shut the door” 

Sentence from: Imperative, Sense: shutting the door 

(someone), Force: Request 

In this condition there is a “force of request”. Here 

force and request are similar to each other. In some cases it 

may be different. 

For example: “can you shut the door”. 

Here the sentence is interrogative. Because of the 

word “can” the sentence meaning is changed.   

IV. EXISTING APPLICATIONS ON NLP 

A. Chat-bot 

Chat-bot is artificial chat application based on NLP.  This 

bots main function is to provide support and answer FAQ’s 

to the user. This Bots are mainly used by various banks, e-

Stores, etc., for customer support in their private application 

and sites. 

B. Scraper 

Scraper or web scraper are mostly used for gathering online 

information. Various e-commerce companies uses such 

techniques to gather information from websites for 

competitive, product, price, etc., analysis. 

C. Semantic Analyzers 

Semantic Analysis is the method used in application to 

understand or get the response by analyzing the text from 

social media. Most common type of semantic analysis used 

by industries is tweet analysis, they analyze it for 

understanding people response like positive, negative or 

neutral by analyzing their tweets. 

D. Text Summarization 

Text summarization technique is used to create summarize 

document with important points from the original document.  

E. Other Applications 

Summarization, Question Answering, Information 

Extraction, Google Intelligent Graph, Amazon AI services, 

etc. 

V. TEST & RESULT 

We have created two demo application that uses NLP 

technique and provides the solution to specific problem of 

support and customer’s feedback. 1st application is the chat 

bot & 2nd application is tweet sentiment analyzer. 

A. Chatbot App 

Basic Artificial System on API.AI platform and Natural 

Language Understanding Technique (B.A.S.A.N.T) bot. This 

bot has been developed on Android and have been integrated 

with api.ai android SDK.  

Tools used: Android Studio, API.AI SDK& Bubble 

UI module. 

The Figure 3 below explains how this application works- 

 
Fig. 3: B.A.S.A.N.T App architecture diagram 

1) Input Methods 

User can provide input in the form of text or voice. The input 

given by the user is sent to API.AI platform using internet 

connection. Input string is sent in JSON format as a query to 

the system.  

2) API.AI Platform 

Application uses the authentication string to connect API.AI 

platform. The Authentication string is generated at the time 

of creating agent. API.AI receives the query in (text or natural 

language or an event) as input data. It matches keywords 

received in query with most appropriate intent and agent’s 

ML model & provides the response (output) in JSON format. 

Intents- Intent appoints the mapping between user input and 

what output needs to be given by the application. 
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3) Output Text 

B.A.S.A.N.T Bot receives the response in JSON format. It 

parse the JSON information and shows the specific output to 

user in prescribed format.  

The below Fig 4 represent the JSON response: 

 
Fig. 4: JSON Response 

The below Fig 5 represents application demo screen- 

 
Fig. 5: Chat Snapshot 

In the Snapshot, the conversation reply shows how 

B.A.S.A.N.T Bot gives reply to the user, and when he doesn’t 

gets the appropriate input it reply with follow-up. 

B. Tweet Sentiment Analysis 

Tweet Sentiment Analysis is the python based script, 

performs the sentiment analysis on the tweets featuring on the 

timeline of the script user. 

Tools Used: Twitter API, Python3.5, Tweepy, 

textblob, &pygal modules. 

The following Fig 6 represents the tweet Sentiment analysis 

model- 

 
Fig. 6: Tweet Sentiment Analysis Model 

1) Twitter API Authentication 

Parsing tweet from twitter requires authentication. Twitter 

Authentication requires 4 parameters (consumer key, secret 

key, access token, & access token secret), the key and token 

is generated while registering application at 

https://apps.twitter.com/ 

2) Fetch Tweets 

Tweets are fetched with the help of twitter API. Fetched 

tweets are parsed and stored into a text file. 

3) Clean Tweets 

Tweets include various emoticons, links and special 

characters which are not required and need to be removed for 

analysis. For this we use simple regex and clean the tweets 

from its original form. 

4) Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment Analysis is done using TextBlob sentiment 

method. TextBlob is a python library used to process textual 

data. It uses the Naive Bayes Classifier method to classify the 

tweets between positive, negative and Neutral by using 

sentiment polarity. We had used polarity between 1, 0 and -1 

for differentiation. Like if polarity of tweet is greater than 

zero then it is a positive tweet. If the polarity is less than zero 

then it is a negative tweet and If the polarity equals zero then 

the tweet is neither positive nor negative it is an neutral tweet. 

5) Tweet Store & Stat Calculation 

Classified tweets are stored into different variables and stats 

is calculated to understand how much percentage of tweets 

are positive, negative and neutral. 

6) Graph representation 

The data calculated in the above step is used in the creation 

of chart. Python library pygal is used for creation of chart.   
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Fig. 7: Tweet Sentiment Analysis Chart 

The above Figure 7 illustrates the chart created on 

the basis of above process. It shows the tweet response 

feedback for query- “Internet of Things”. 

It shows the chart for 100 tweets parsed from the 

twitter and the response is as follows- Approx. 22% of tweets 

are positive for IOT, Approx. 7% of tweets are negative for 

IOT, and Approx. 70% of tweets are neutral. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have successfully created and tested the NLP techniques 

in two demonstrated applications. This application can be 

used to provide support to customers (BASANT Bot) and 

(Tweet Sentiment Analyzer) can be used by the industry for 

receiving the feedback from online users with live response. 

Future for both the application involves continuous 

improvement in NLP methods.  

Currently the chat bot gives only basic response; its 

library needs to be updated with more data. Also it needs to 

be connected with some database with the help of webhooks 

so that it can help in better ways. Like it can help in giving 

knowledge about specific topic or it can provide assistance in 

managing work.  

Tweet Sentiment analysis is done on the basis of 

Naïve Bayes Classification and TextBlob. For better 

feedback response, more training data (words and sentences) 

is require so that the classifier can give better polarity points 

to the tweets.  
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